A4
High functionality
in Sporty design

The horizontal design language dominates the rear.

Makes a thoroughly
sporty impression
The Audi A4 Avant impresses at the front with its wide single frame and the emphatic wide air inlets,
and at the rear with its offset diffuser area with integrated trapezoid tailpipes.
We offer you the S line equipment line, which includes sports suspension, S line-specific radiator
protective grille and S line-specific diffuser in matt titanium black.
The wide and flat single frame is bordered by the striking headlights and the side air inlets.

Fuel consumption combined: 6.0-5.9 l/100 km;
CO₂ emissions combined: 137-134 g/km.

Feel progress with the
Audi A4 Avant
More space, more elegance, more sportiness: The new Audi A4 Avant combines an aesthetic design with functional
utility and offers a whole lot more beyond that. The car’s independent character is powerfully expressed visually.

Fuel consumption combined: 5.9 l/100 km;
CO₂ emissions combined: 136-133 g/km.

A statement for sportiness.
The Audi A4 Sedan.

Thanks to a new language of design and an almost completely new body, the sporty character of the Audi A4
Sedan comes into play more than ever: it appears dynamic and powerful while attractive and aesthetic at the
same time. A high-quality and functionally designed interior, innovative technologies in the fields of digitisation,
infotainment and driver assistance systems, and powerful engines round off the overall package.

In the interior of the Audi A4 Avant, the vehicle’s width is emphasised by
features such as the continuous air vent strip, above which a chrome trim
strip adds a special accent. The optional sport seats plus with S emblem
and rhombus pattern provide you with excellent support and a wide
range of electric settings.
Standard equipment includes the electric luggage compartment cover
and the remote backrest release. The optional rail system with loadsecuring kit opens up even more possibilities: two telescopic rods are

Generous,
premium and
individual interior

mounted in the luggage compartment to provide additional stability for
your luggage.
If you have your hands full when loading the vehicle, the sensorcontrolled release of the luggage compartment lid allows you to open
the luggage compartment electrically with a simple foot gesture.
With the convenience key you can lock and unlock the entire vehicle via
sensors in the door handles.

The Audi
advanced
technology
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1.

Navigation system with high-resolution 10.1 inch color display.

2.

Audi virtual cockpit plus with Classic, Sport, Dynamics layouts.

3.

Standard LED headlights.

4.

The LED rear lights dovetail with the horizontal design.

When it comes to infotainment, you can choose from standard technologies such as the Audi virtual
cockpit plus. Positioned right in front of you. The instrument cluster in the form of a high-resolution
12.3‑inch LCD screen presents information in a comprehensive and versatile manner.
The optional Bang & Olufsen sound system with 3D sound set inspiring accents in the interior and
offer a luxury-class standard.

Everyone has plans of their own

You have the right solutions

With Audi wheels, you can create an one-of-a-kind Audi A4 for yourself.

Whether exterior colour, inlays, leather and paint finishes: thanks to the numerous equipment options,

Design the exterior of your Audi A4 according to your wishes.

the Audi A4 becomes your personal dream car.

Solid
Standard

Optional

18”

19”
Quantum gray

Turbo blue

Ibis white

Metallic

Pearl effect

Glacier white metallic

Mythos black metallic

Tango red metallic

Terra gray metallic

Navarra blue metallic

Daytona gray pearl effect

Model

A4 Avant 40 TFSI® S line

A4 Sedan 40 TFSI® S line

In-line 4 cyl FSI petrol engine, turbocharged

In-line 4 cyl FSI petrol engine, turbocharged

with mild hybrid technology

with mild hybrid technology

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder)

1,984 cm3

1,984 cm3

Max. output² in kW at rpm

190 hp / 4,200 – 6,000 rpm

190 hp / 4,200 – 6,000 rpm

Max. torque in Nm at rpm

320 Nm / 1,450 – 4,200 rpm

320 Nm / 1,450 – 4,200 rpm

Drive type

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Transmission type

7-speed S tronic

7-speed S tronic

Empty weight

1,585 kg

1,485 kg

Perm. Total weight

2,115 kg

2,060 kg

Permissible roof load limit / Support load

90/80 kg

90/80 kg

Top Speed

238 km / h

238 km / h

Acceleration

0-100 km / h: 7.5s

0-100 km / h: 7.3s

Super Sulfur-free ROZ 95

Super Sulfur-free ROZ 95

Urban

7.6 - 7.4 l / 100km

7.3 - 7.1 l / 100km

Extra - urban

5.3 - 4.9 l / 100km

5.1 - 4.8 l / 100km

Combined

6.0 - 5.9 l / 100km

5.9 - 5.6 l / 100km

Combined CO2 emissions

137 - 134 g / km

136 - 133 g / km

Emission class

Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC

Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC

Engine type

Tailored interior leather

Power transmission

Weights / capacities

Audi premium inlays
Standard

Mileage

Optional

Consumption

Fuel type

Consumption and emission values
according to NEDC

Inlays in aluminum ellipse, silver

Inlays wood, natural gray oak
Brown walnut inlays

Explanatory note

A4 Avant 40 TFSI® S line

1. * Empty vehicle weight includes driver (75 kg) and fuel tank 90% full, calculated in accordance with the current

Dimensions are for empty vehicle weight. Luggage capacity 495 l /1,495 l

Regulation (EU) 1230/2012. Optional equipment may increase the car’s empty weight and drag coefficient, whereupon

Dimensions in mm

(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and the vehicle loaded up to roof height). Turning circle approx. 11.6 m.
* Maximum headroom. ** Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width. **** Vehicle height with roof aerial.

the possible payload and the top speed will b reduced accordingly.
2. *** The specified fuel consumption and emission data have been determined

according to the measurement procedure
prescribed by law. Since 1 September, 2017, certain new vehicles are already being type-approved according to the
Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel
consumption and CO 2 emissions. Starting on 1 September, 2018, the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) will by
replaced by the WLTP in stages. Owing to the more realistic test conditions, the fuel consumption and CO2 emission
measured according to the WLTP will, in many cases, be higher than those measured according to the NEDC.
3. ** We recommended using super sulfur-free unleaded RON 95 fuel in complying with DIN EN 228. If this is not available,
use regular sulfur-free unleaded RON 91 fuel complying with DIN EN 228, power output will be slightly reduced.
Unleaded RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol content of 10% (E10) can generally be used. Fuel consumption details
refer to operation with RON 95 fuel complying with 692/2008/ EC.
4. We are currently still required by law to state the NEDC figures. In the case of new vehicles which have been typeapproved according to the WLTP, the NEDC figures are derived from the WLTP data. It is possible to specify the WLTP
figures voluntarily in addition until such time as this is required by law. In cases where the NEDC figures are specified as
value ranges, these do not refer to a particular individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the sales offering. They
are intended exclusively as a means of comparison between different vehicle types.
5. Additional equipment and accessories (e. g. add-on parts, different tyre formats, etc.) may change the relevant vehicle
parameters, such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics, and, in conjunction with weather and traffic conditions
and individual driving style, may affect fuel consumption, electrical power consumption, CO₂ emissions and the
performance figures for the vehicle.

A4 Sedan 40 TFSI® S line
Dimensions are for empty vehicle weight. Luggage capacity 460 l. Turning circle approx. 11.6 m.
* Maximum headroom. ** Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width. **** Vehicle height with roof aerial.

Dimensions in mm
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